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A Continued Fraction Expansion

for a Generalization of Dawson's Integral

By D. Dijkstra

Abstract.   A continued fraction expansion for a generalization of Dawson's integral is

presented.   An exact formula for the truncation error in terms of the confluent hyper-

geometric function is derived.   The expansion is shown to have good convergence prop-

erties for both small and large values of the argument.

I.  Introduction.   The function

(1.1) F(p, x) = e-xP$l etP dt,      (x>0,p>0)

is a generalization of Dawson's integral

(1.2) F(2,x) = e-x2fXoet2dt.

A graphical representation of F(p, x) for p = 2(1)6 and a table of values of F(2, x)

can be found in Abramowitz and Stegun [1].  The function F(3, x) occurs in viscous

fluid mechanics and F(l/n, z") is (apart from a numerical factor) an exact representa-

tion of the remainder in the «-term Taylor series for exp(-z).  Dawson's integral

arises frequently in several branches of physics and various numerical methods have

been developed for its computation. Wynn [3] obtained a particular continued frac-

tion expansion for F(2, x) which appeared to converge fast for both small and large

positive values of x.  This property was further exploited by McCabe [2] who gave

an exact expression for the truncation error of this continued fraction for Dawson's

integral.  He also discussed other methods used in the past for the computation of

the function (1.2).

In this paper we will generalize the results of Wynn [3] and McCabe [2] to ar-

bitrary positive values of p.  In other words we will derive the truncation error of a

particular continued fraction expansion for the function (1.1).  The expansion will

be shown to converge fast for both small and large positive values of the argument.

Further, a table is provided showing the number of convergents needed for the evalua-

tion of Fijp, x) with an accuracy of 10 significant digits.

II.  Expansions of F(p, x).  The following notation will be used:

(2.1) z=xP,   a = llp,      (x>0,p>0).

The function M(a, ft z) denotes the confluent hypergeometric function in the notation

of Abramowitz and Stegun [1], viz.
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~     (a)l7   Z"

M(o,ftz)=  Z <Wn-ï>      M 0,-1,-2, ...;

(2.2)
(a)n=a(cx+l)--(a + n-l),      (a)0 = 1.

Expanding the integrand of (1.1), we obtain in terms of the variables (2.1 ) with the

aid of Kummer's transformation

(2.3) F(p, x) = xe~zM(a, a + 1, z) = xM(l, a + 1, -z).

The convergent Taylor series of F(p, x) is given by

00     (-z)"

(2.4) F(p,x)=x   Zjf+Jf.
n = 0K >n

and its divergent asymptotic expansion at infinity reads

(2.5) Ftp, x)~ax Z (1 ~a)nz~"~l>      z = xp -* °°.
n = 0

The Taylor series (2.4) can be used to compute F for small values of z; but as z be-

comes large, a disastrous loss of digits is encountered.  The expansion (2.5) has also

its limitations since the development diverges for all z if a ^ 1, 2, 3, ... ; hence it

is useful only if z is sufficiently large.

Corresponding to each individual expansion (2.4) and (2.5), there exist contin-

ued fraction expansions which, for the case p = 2 (Dawson's integral), were given

by McCabe [2].   As regards numerical properties, these continued fractions have vir-

tually the same limitations as the expansions to which they correspond.   A third con-

tinued fraction expansion for F(p, x) is

pi      \ -    "x z 2z _ nz    _

{p'X)~a + z-a + l+z-a + 2+z-''a + n+z '

(2.6)

z=Xp,      a=l-,

and this expansion corresponds to both the Taylor series (2.4) and the asymptotic

expansion (2.5).  The special case p = 2 was considered by McCabe [2].  The expan-

sion (2.6) is certainly convergent for the values of z considered here (i.e. z > 0) and

the convergence is fast for small as well as large values of z.  In Section 4 we will

give an elementary derivation with truncation error of the expansion (2.6).  The proof

is based on properties of the function M(cx, ft z).

HI. Properties of M(a, ft z).  The confluent hypergeometric function M satisfies

the recurrence relations

(3.1) ßiß - l)M(a. ß-l,z) + p\l-ß- z)M(cx, ft z) + ziß - áyM(a, ß + 1, z) = 0,

(3.2) ß(ß - i)flf(a - 1, ß - 1, z) + ß\l - ß + zyMia, ft z) - oaMicx + 1, ß + 1, z) = 0.

Differentation of Mia, ft z) with respect to z can easily be performed as follows

(3.3) M'tcx, ft z) = oM(a + 1, ß + 1, z)/ft
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Another relation between functions M is

ßiß-l)Mia,ß,-z)Mi-ot,l -ft z)

(3-4)
- azAf(l - a, 2 - ft z)M(a +1,0+1, -z) = ßiß-l),

where ß ¥= 0, ± 1, ±2, . . .   .

The formulas (3.1 )-(3.3) can be found in Abramowitz and Stegun [1] but the

nonlinear equation (3.4) has not been listed there.

Proof of Eq. (3.4).   At z = 0 the equation is correct.  Differentiating the left-

hand side of (3.4) with respect to z, we find, using (3.3),

(3.5)   id/dz) (L.H.S.) = -oM(a + 1, ß + 1, -z)S + ceM(l - a, 2 - ft z)77(0 + 1),

where

S = (0 - l)Ai(-a, 1 - ft z) + Mil - a, 2 - ft z) + z(l - a)M(2 - a, 3 - ft z)/(2 - j3),

7 = 0(0 + l)A/(a, ft -z) + z(a + 1)/W(a + 2, 0 + 2, -z).

Rewriting the quantities 5 and Thy means of an adjusted form of (3.2), we obtain

S = iß + z)M(l - a, 2 - ft z);      r = (0 + 1X0 + z)M(a +1,0+1, -z).

Substitution of these results in Eq. (3.5) yields

id/dz) (L.H.S.) - 0,

which proves (3.4).

IV.  The Continued Fraction Expansion.  With the notation (2.1) we can write

(2.3) as

(4.1) Fip, x)lx = e~zMia, a + 1, z) = Mia, a + 1, z)\Mia, a, z).

Instead of this particular ratio of two functions M, the following generalized   expres-

sion will be considered:

(4.2) Kia, b, z) =Mia,b + l, z)\bMia, b, z),      a,b>0,z>0.

The factor b has been inserted for convenience.  Throughout this section it is assumed

that the variables a, b and z satisfy the inequalities (4.2).  In terms of the variables

(2.1) the function K satisfies the relations

(4.3) Fip, x) = axKia, a, z)

and

(4.4) 0<Kia, b, z)<l/b.

In order to obtain a continued fraction for K we take a = a and 0 = b + 1 in the

recurrence relation (3.1), whence

Kia, b, z) = iKib +z)-ztb + l- a)Kia, b + 1, z)}.
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Kia, b, Z)

An immediate consequence of this equation is the finite continued fraction

= _]_   zjb + 1 - a)

b+z-  b+1+z

(4.5)
zjb+N-l-a)       zjb + N - g)K(a, b + N, z)

"-b+N-1+z   - j

The right-hand side is an exact representation of the left-hand side for all N = 1,2,

3.With N = °° we get the expansion

(4.6) Kia, b, z)
1        zjb + 1 - a)

b + z - b + I + z    -

zjb + n - a)

b +n + z  -

This expansion was given by Wynn [3], but the terminating continued fraction (4.5)

contains useful information about the truncation error of Wynn's expansion.   In the

following the integer N in (4.5) will have a fixed value N > 1.   If Pn denotes the

numerator and Qn the denominator of the «th convergent of the continued fraction

(4.5), then

(4.7)     ^L=_L„     *b+l-a) z(b + n - 1 -a)
1 < n < N.

Qn      b+z- b + I +z   - b + n-l+z  '

The convergent PNIQN is an approximation to (4.5) and the next convergent is exact:

(4.8) K(a,b,z)=PN+xIQN+l.

Hence, the error in the Ath convergent is

(4.9) K(a, b, z) - PN/QN =PN+X IQN+, - PN/QN.

Using a well-known result from the theory of continued fractions we find

(4.10) K(a, b, z) - PNIQN =(b-a + l)NK(a, b + A, z)zNIQNQN+,.

To proceed further we need information concerning the denominators QN which

satisfy the recurrence relation

(4.11)

Ö-, = 0,       Qn 1,

Qn=(b + n-l+ z)Qn_x -z(b + n-l- a)Qn_2      (n = 1, 2, . . . , A),

QN+l=QN-z(b+N- a)K(a, b + N, z)QN_x.

Theorem 1.   With variables a, b and z in the range (4.2) the functions Qn

satisfy

(4.12) Qn>(b)n+z"      (« = 1,2, ...,A),

(4.13) Qn+ i > (b)N + az^Kia, b + N, z).

Proof,   We show by induction that
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(4.14) Q„ > zQn_x + (b)n      (n = 0,l,...,N).

For n — 0, 1 this inequality is correct.  Assume

Q¡ > zQi_x + (b)t      (i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1; n < A);

then Qi > 0.  Hence

Qn = zQn_x +(b + n- 1)(Ö„_, -zß„_2) + azQn_2

> zQn_x +tb + n- l)ib)n_x = zQn_x + (Z,)„,

which proves (4.14).  The inequality (4.12) is an immediate consequence of (4.14).

To prove (4.13) we use (4.4), (4.12) and (4.14) to estimate QN+l-

Qn+ l=QN-<b+N- a)Kta, b + N, z)QN_x

> zQN_x + ib)N - zib + AO^^ QN-i + azKia, b + A, z)QN_x

> ib)N. + azNKia, b+N, z),

which completes the proof of the theorem.

The truncation error (4.10) can now readily be estimated.  For small values of

z we use (4.4), (4.12) and (4.13) to obtain

(4.15) \Kia, b, z) - PNIQN\ < |(ft - a + l)N\z"Hb)Nib)N+,.

For large values of z we can write

(4.16) \Kta, b, z) - PNIQN\ < |(Z> - a + l)N\/a{ib)N + zN}.

These estimates show that the expansion (4.6) simultaneously corresponds to the

Taylor expansion of the right-hand side of (4.2) and to its asymptotic expansion as

z —> °°.  Obviously, this also applies to the expansion (2.6) since Fip, x) is a special

case of the function K by virtue of Eq. (4.3).  For this special case (b = a) we can

derive an exact formula for the truncation error (4.10) in terms of the confluent

hypergeometric function M.

Theorem 2.  With a and z satisfying (4.2) and b = a the denominators Qn de-

fined by (4.11) can be written as

(4.17) Qn = ia)„Mi-n, 1 - a - n, z)      (n = 0, 1, . . . , A),

(4-18) QN+. = ia)N/MtN, a+N,-z).

Proof.   It is to be understood that the right-hand side of (4.17) always repre-

sents a polynomial in z of degree n.   If we take a= 1 - n, ß = 2- a - n'm the rela-

tion (3.2) then these polynomials are found to satisfy
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(a + n - 2)(fl + n - lyMi-n, 1 - a - n, z)

= ia + n-2\a + n-l + z)M(l - n, 2 - a - n, z)

- z(n - l)M(2 - n, 3 - a - n, z).

We multiply this equation by (ß)„_2 and introduce

(4.19) Ô* = (a)nM(-n, I - a - n, z),

whence

fl* - (a + n - 1 + z)Q*_x - z(n - l)ß*_2.

It is seen that both Q* and ß„ satisfy the second order recurrence relation (4.11)

since b = a. Moreover, from (4.11) and (4.19) Q£ = Q0, Q\ = Qx so that

Q*n=Q„      (« = 0,1,..., A),

which proves (4.17). With the result (4.17) and the definitions (4.11) and (4.2) we

obtain for b = a

Q-N+i =(a)NM(-N, l-a-N,z)

,r M(a, a + N + l,z)     , ..       ,„,     .. „ ...
- zN(a + N)M(a, a + N,z)  {a)^M{l -N,2-a-N,z).

The quotient of the two functions M can be rewritten with Kummer's transformation

which yields

ß/v+i = (fl)/v-i y Ha + NyU{N, a+N, -z),

where

V = (a + ÀXa + A - l)M(N, a+N, -z)M(-N, I - a - N, z)

-NzMil -N 2-a-N, zyM(N + I,a +A+ 1,-z).

Provided that a =£ integer, the expression V equals (a + N)(a + N - 1) by virtue of

Eq. (3.4).  Hence

Ö/V-+1 = (fl)NIM(N. a+N, -z),      a ± 1, 2, 3, . . .  .

A continuity argument shows that this result is also correct in case a = 1,2,3, ... ,

which proves (4.18) and hence the theorem.

With the results of this theorem we can easily find an expression for the trunca-

tion error of the expansion (2.6) for F(p, x).  From Eqs. (4.3), (4.10), (4.2) and

Theorem 2 this is found to be

£n _ aW/y Mja, a+N + l,z)    M(N, a+N,-z)       »,

Fip, x)    ax Q^ - {a + ma)N(a)N    M{fl> a+NtZ)     Mi-N, l-a-N,z)       '

where z = xp, a = l/p as before.

This holds for every a > 0, provided that M(-N, 1 - a - N, z) is always inter-

preted as a polynomial in z of degree A.   An application of Kummer's transformation
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yields

(4.20)

Ft      >.-     PJÎ - A! M(a,a +A+ l,z)     N _2
W'X)    ^Q»    ia)Nia + l)NMi-N,l-a-N,z)XZ e

M v -2z
<zNe

ia)Nia + l)N

where the asymptotic behavior for large values of A follows from the limits

lim Mia, a + N + 1, z) = 1,      lim M(-N, 1 - a - N, z) = ez.
N-+ °° iV—► °°

Note that the result (4.20) does not imply that the truncation error is exponentially

small as z —► °° since the double limit A —► °°, z —► °° is nonuniform.  In fact, the

error decays algebraically as z —> °° analogous to (4.16).  With the restriction a i=

integer another application of Kummer's transformation to (4.20) produces

F(px)-axJ^ =_&_Mia,a+N+l,z)      ^   2z
(4.21) Q"     ia)Nia + l)NMU-a,l-a-N,-z)xr        '

' a* 1,2,3,. . .  .

For the special case a = lh, the asymptotic behavior (4.20) and the result (4.21)

coincide with the results of McCabe [2] for Dawson's integral.  McCabe also investi-

gated the quality of the asymptotic estimate (4.20) as compared with the true trunca-

tion error for the case a = Vi.

V. Applications.  Apart from Dawson's integral (1.2), an interesting application

of the expansion (2.6) is the case p = 3, viz.

Fi3,x) = e-x3fX0et3dt,

which occurs in viscous fluid mechanics.  The continued fraction (2.6) is an efficient

method to evaluate this function for all x > 0 and the convergence of the expansion

is fast for both small and large values of x.  Note that the expansion (2.6) can be

calculated without the use of exponential functions.  Another application is the accu-

rate computation of the remainder in the Taylor series

e-^Z^^F^x),   x=z»,n = l,2,3,...  .

A direct evaluation of the remainder as the difference of exp(-z) and the sum will

be incorrect for z small and « large since this is subject to loss of significant digits.

On the other hand, the continued fraction (2.6) for Fil/n, x) converges faster as n

gets large and/or x becomes small.

To demonstrate the efficiency of the expansion (2.6) the following table shows

the number of convergents of the expansion (2.6) which is needed to reach an accu-

racy of 10 significant digits.  The table was calculated on an IBM 360/50 working in

double precision.
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I 10      5       3       2       1       .5     1/3     .2      .1

0.1 566788899

0.2 5 6 7 8 9 9 10 10 10

0.5 6 8 9 10 11 12 12 13 13

1.0 7 9 10 11 13 14 15 15 16

2.0 8 10 12 14 16 18 19 19 20

3.0 9 12 14 16 19 21 22 22 23

5.0 10 13 16 19 22 25 26 27 28

10 11 15 19 23 28 32 33 35 37

20 11 14 16 19 26 34 38 41 44

30 10 12 13 14 15 15 16 16 16

40 10 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12

60 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

100 888888888
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